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On Dec. 1 the Workers Central (Central Unico de Trabalhadores-CUT) finalized contacts with the
General Workers Central (Central Geral de Trabalhadores-CGT) to organize a national strike for
Dec. 12. The strike is being organized to protest recent modifications in the government's economic
adjustment plan (Plano Cruzado). The CUT is a confederation of labor unions, while the CGT brings
together several important non-union labor groups.
In addition to several other measures, on Nov. 21 the government announced price increases of 30
to 100% for selected consumer goods and public services, including gasoline, alcohol fuel, electricity,
telephone services, postal services, automobiles, liquor and cigarettes. Meanwhile, wage freezes on
most occupational categories remain in effect. After the violent dispersal of demonstrators in Brasilia
Nov. 27, the government issued warnings that it will not tolerate further "disorder."
Plans for the nationwide strike, record low scores in popularity polls for President Jose Sarney's
government, and Finance Minister Dilson Funaro's resignation last week (which Sarney refused
to accept) are indicative of general discontent among Brazilian middle-income wageearners. Next,
while debate on the negative consequences of Brazil's huge foreign debt burden has been a national
pastime since 1982, the aftermath of Nov. 21 combined with growing concern about the declining
trade surplus seem to have catalyzed a resurgence in broad-based demands that the government
impose limits on debt payments.
At the forefront of this new wave of "debt mobilization" are the CUT, CGT, and leaders of the
country's most important political party, the PMDB (Brazilian Democratic Movement Party).
Members of these organizations have informed the national media that they believe modifications
in the Plano Cruzado were engineered by Brasilia to placate the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) toward achieving concessions in restructuring a large portion of the foreign debt next month.
Consequently, they are calling for an alternative approach to dealing with the nearly $110 billion
foreign debt.
Last week PMDB chairman Ulysses Guimaraes announced party officials are examining the
possibility of declaring a temporary moratorium or debt payment ceiling. PMDB senators from
Pernambuco, Rio de Janeiro, Minas Gerais, Bahia, Rio Grande do Sul, and Parana have publicly
announced support for establishing some type of limit on debt service payments. Early this week,
PMDB and Liberal Front Party (PFL) leaders agreed to attempt the elaboration of a joint position on
establishing debt payment limits.
Spokespersons for the more conservative PFL have indicated general support for PMDB statements
on the debt problem, and have declared they will "take action" if creditor banks refuse Brazilian
conditions on the rescheduling in January. The PMDB and the PFL constitute the ruling "Democratic
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Alliance." In the November elections, the PMDB took 22 of 23 governorships, and over half of all
congressional seats.
Alongwith the PFL, the two parties account for a 77% majority in the national congress, and 90%
of all elected offices in Brazil. If the Brazilian government decided to limit debt service payments
to three percent of gross domestic product (GDP), debt payments could be reduced by nearly 35%.
GDP in 1985 totaled $220 billion, and Central Bank forecasts indicate this year's GDP will reach $259
billion. Thus, assuming a 3% of GDB ceiling is established, Brazil would pay $7.7 billion for 1986
instead of the scheduled $12 billion.
At present, Brazil's global foreign debt is approaching $110 billion. Brazil's trade surplus for 1986
will likely total $11 billion, $2 billion less than originally forecast. Prospects for 1987 are more
pessimistic: the trade surplus is not expected to surpass $9 billion, in part the result of falling coffee
prices. President Sarney is expected to address the nation Dec. 4 on the foreign debt question and
the Plano Cruzado. (Basic data from PRENSA LATINA, 12/01/86, 12/03/86; AP, 12/01/86; back issues
of NotiSur)
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